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Disclaimer 
The attached Report has been prepared by Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. on behalf of the Client in accordance 
with the agreement between Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. and Client for the services described in the Report 
(the “Agreement”), and is subject to the budgetary, time and other constraints and limitations set forth in the 
Agreement. 

The information and data contained in the Report, including without limitation the results of any inspections, 
sampling, testing and analyses and any conclusions or recommendations of Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. (the 
“Information”), represent Select Engineering Consultants Ltd.’s professional judgment in light of the knowledge and 
information available to it at the time of preparation of the Report. Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. has not 
updated the Report since the date that the Report was prepared. Further, Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. has 
relied upon the accuracy of the information provided to Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. by Client in order to 
prepare the Report and Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. has not independently verified the accuracy of such 
information, nor was it required to do so. Thus, Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. shall not be responsible for any 
events or circumstances that may have occurred since the date on which the Report was prepared which may affect 
the information contained therein, or for any inaccuracies contained in information that was provided to Select 
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Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. makes no guarantees or warranties whatsoever, whether express or implied, with 
respect to the Report, the Information or any part thereof and Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. shall not, by the act 
of preparing or issuing the Report and the Information, be deemed to have represented that the Report or the 
Information is accurate, exhaustive, complete or applicable to any specific use. 

Except as required by law, the Report and the Information are to be treated as confidential and, unless otherwise 
agreed to by Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. and Client, may be used and relied upon only by Client and its officers 
and employees, subject to the foregoing limitations. Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. accepts no responsibility, and 
denies any liability whatsoever, to parties other than Client who may obtain access to the Report or the Information for 
any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from their use of, reliance upon, or decisions or actions 
based on the Report or any of the Information unless those parties, prior to using or relying on the Report or the 
Information, have obtained the express written consent of Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. and Client to use and 
rely on the Report and the Information, and signed an Authorized User Agreement in a form provided or agreed to by 
Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. 
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1.0 Description of Proposal 
1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) is to identify whether the subject 
lands legally described as NE ¼ Section 17 Township 54 Range 25 West of the 4th Meridian are a 
vital resource for agricultural production to sustain adequate levels of food supply for the 
Province. The Greater Edmonton Region is steadily growing in size, to house and provide 
services to an increasing population more infrastructure is required.  With this growth, former 
prime agricultural lands on the boundaries of municipalities are being developed. An AIA is 
required by the Edmonton Metropolitan Region Board (EMRB) as a tool to evaluate the impact 
of developing on lands classified as prime for agriculture production. Section 5.1.1. of the 
Edmonton Metropolitan Region Board (EMRB) Growth Plan states that an AIA is required if an 
existing Area Structure Plan (ASP) is being amended to include lands classified as prime 
agricultural lands based on soil suitability ratings. This AIA is being completed for the 
landowner, Villeneuve Communities Inc. by Select Engineering Consultants Ltd. as a 
supporting document to the ASP application to the EMRB. 

The subject lands are located in north St. Albert directly west of St. Albert Trail as shown on 
Figure 1. Villeneuve Communities Inc. currently owns the land and is amending the Jensen 
Lakes ASP to include the subject lands as Jensen Lakes Phase 2. The proposed use of the land is 
primarily residential development with a large commercial strip along St. Albert Trail. The land 
uses surrounding this parcel include existing residential development to the south, agricultural 
lands to the north and west, and existing commercial sites to the south and east. 

1.2 Jensen Lakes Area Structure Plan 

Phase 2 of the Jensen Lakes ASP is planned as a continuation of development from Phase 1 to 
the south. The main neighbourhood focal point is a private lake for swimming, fishing and 
skating, located in Phase 1. The lake will be accompanied by a beach area and community 
building to service neighbourhood residents. In addition to the private lake are two schools, 
neighbourhood parks, storm ponds, commercial services and linear parks providing active 
linkages. Within proposed Phase 2, higher density sites are located within close proximity to 
the commercial strip along St. Albert Trail, as well as, in close proximity to a potential future 
transit station identified within the Municipal Development Plan (MDP). The transit centre has 
potential as an LRT station, which could encourage higher density development as a regional 
focal point.  

Access to Phase 2 of the Jensen Lakes ASP is planned to come from multiple access points 
including St. Albert Trail, Jensen Lakes Boulevard, and a future arterial roadway called Fowler 
Way that will bound the ASP to the north. The commercial uses will have separate accesses to 
limit conflicts with neighbourhood traffic. The neighbourhood will provide different types and 
levels of affordability. The development concept can be seen on Figure 2.
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2.0 Planning and Contextual Factors 
2.1 Applicable Planning Policies and Regulations 

Many regulatory documents are reviewed when an ASP is written, including provincial and 
municipal legislation. The following statutory and non-statutory documents have been 
incorporated into the writing of the Jensen Lakes ASP and this AIA. 

2.1.1 Municipal Government Act 

The Municipal Government Act (MGA) is a document created by the Province of Alberta to 
ensure continuity between municipalities. MGA policy determines that ASP’s must be 
consistent with high level plans such as Municipal Development Plans (MDP) and 
Intermunicipal Development Plans (IDP). Section 633 of the MGA outlines the requirements for 
an ASP, while sections 636 and 692 provide the necessary process that must be followed for a 
municipality to adopt an ASP. 

2.1.2 Edmonton Metropolitan Region Growth Plan 

The EMRB has created the Growth Plan for the Greater Edmonton Region. This document was 
created to guide the continued growth and development for the capital region. Requirements 
set out in the Growth Plan are designed to promote efficient use of developable lands. The 
EMRB Growth Plan has created separate requirements for different areas within the Plan 
Boundary. The subject lands are situated within the Metropolitan Area boundary. Within the 
Metropolitan Area the EMRB Growth Plan sets out guidelines to develop compactly and 
contiguously to ensure agricultural lands in these areas aren’t developed prematurely.  

The Growth Plan has a section setting out the guidelines and objectives for preserving and 
managing the prime agricultural lands within the region. A goal of the agricultural section is to 
ensure that prime soils are conserved to support food production for the future. Meeting the 
objectives of the Growth Plan will require the minimization of fragmenting agricultural parcels 
from other agricultural uses and managing growth in a responsible way by encouraging 
compact growth. Section 6.2.4 of The Growth Plan lays out the following criteria for converting 
prime agricultural lands to non-agricultural uses: 

 6.2.4.a – The lands are contiguous with built-up urban areas and/or planned areas, 

 6.2.4.b – The lands are required to accommodate municipal employment and population 
projections, 

 6.2.4.c – If residential uses are proposed, the lands are within a proposed statutory plan in 
conformance with the applicable minimum greenfield density, 

 6.2.4.d – An Agricultural Impact Assessment has been completed to identify the potential 
adverse impacts of the proposed development on agricultural lands and existing 
agricultural operations on-site and off-site in the surrounding area, and 
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 6.2.4.e – Mitigation measures recommended through an Agricultural Impact Assessment 
are incorporated in the planning and design of the proposed development to minimize 
potential adverse impacts on agricultural lands and active agricultural operations on-site 
and off-site in the surrounding area from near neighbor impacts of urban growth. 

AIA’s are required when a new ASP or an existing ASP with an expanding boundary are 
proposing to develop on class 2 or class 3 soils, classified as prime agricultural lands by the 
Land Suitability Rating System (LSRS).  

2.1.3 Intermunicipal Development Plan 

The City of St. Albert currently does not have any Intermunicipal Development Plans (IDP). The 
City previously had an IDP with Sturgeon County however, that plan was repealed in 2010. The 
City of St. Albert still references the IDP as an aide to determine suitable land uses for the 
former IDP area. The IDP had these lands designated as commercial and mixed residential 
commercial. Policies from the IDP regarding agricultural included reducing conflicts between 
intense agricultural uses and other land uses and avoiding premature subdivision and 
development of agricultural lands. 

2.1.4 Municipal Development Plan 

The Municipal Development Plan (MDP) was approved in 2000 by the City of St. Albert. The 
MDP designates the subject lands with a commercial strip along St. Albert Trail with residential 
designated to the west of the commercial. The Future Land Use map within the MDP also 
proposes a future arterial roadway to be aligned throughout the subject lands. The Future Land 
Use map also indicates a Transit Oriented Development (TOD) node within the subject lands, 
north of Villeneuve Road, as stated in Section 18.9 of the MDP. This TOD node has been located 
within the subject lands as the City of St. Albert has planned for a Light Rail Transit station in 
this part of the City. 

The MDP section on agriculture creates goals and objectives for agricultural lands within City 
boundaries. The goal of the policy is to strengthen protection for agricultural areas and limit 
premature conversion of agricultural lands. Objectives include avoiding premature subdivision, 
reducing leapfrog development and to reduce conflicts of uses between adjacent lands. MDP 
policies 11.1 and 11.2 ensure that land will be subdivided in an orderly and economically 
beneficial way through the ASP process and minimize leapfrog development by ensuring 
development is contiguous. 

2.1.5 Natural Area Conservation and Management Plan 

The Natural Area Conservation and Management Plan was prepared by Spencer Environmental 
Management Services Ltd. for the City of St. Albert in 2016. The plan identifies natural areas 
within the ASP boundary. There is one Environmentally Sensitive Area and one Significant 
Natural Area, as well as, one man-made stormwater management facility. The Environmentally 
Sensitive Area will be compromised due to the future alignment of Fowler Way. The manmade 
stormwater management facility, which collects runoff from St. Albert Trail, may be filled and 
developed as commercial uses in accordance with the ASP.   The Significant Natural Area is 
directly adjacent to St. Albert Trail. This area has been designated for the future Transit 
Oriented Development site, as it will be difficult to maintain this area with the proximity to a 
Highway as well as the planned development occurring around the site. 
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2.1.6 Land Use Bylaw 

The lands are currently designated as Urban Reserve within the City of St. Albert’s Land Use 
Bylaw. This designation allows agricultural production to be maintained until urban 
development is logical.  The land will be redistricted in accordance with the City of St. Albert 
Land Use Bylaw and the land uses within the Jensen Lakes ASP. 

2.2 On-Site Physical Resource Inventory 

The current use of majority of this land is the cultivation of hay. According to the 
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) completed by CT & Associates Engineering Inc. in May of 
2013, historical aerial photos show that the majority of this land has been cultivated for the 
duration of the sites modern existence. 

2.2.1 Agricultural Capability 

The subject lands are generally classified as class 2 for soil suitability which is the highest rating 
for Alberta soils due to climate. A class 2 rating means that there are slight limitations to the 
soil, the limitations are determined by sub-class codes. A small portion of the site is graded as 
class 5 soil which classifies the land as having very severe limitations. The class 2 soil has a sub-
class of H which signifies that the soil is limited due to the climate in Alberta. The class 5 soils 
have a sub-class rating of W which limits the soils capability due to poor drainage. The 
information provided by the Land Suitability Rating System (LSRS) was confirmed using the 
Agricultural Region of Alberta Soil Inventory Database (AGRASID) viewer to determine which 
soil polygons the subject lands are situated in as seen in Figure 3. 

2.2.2 Drainage, Flood Control, and Irrigation Improvements 

The subject lands have minimal overland flow. The majority of drainage is collected in the 
natural areas and wetlands. The Biophysical Report completed by Enviro Mak Inc. in July of 
2014 recognized nine (9) wetlands within the parcel and one (1) wetland located just outside 
the parcel boundary. Six (6) of these wetlands were classified as Class 2 and above, covering 
approximately 6.86 ha in surface area. There are no plans to keep any of the existing wetland 
areas as natural areas. The developer, Villeneuve Communities Inc. has compensated Ducks 
Unlimited Canada for the removal of the wetlands located on the site. 

Soil testing was completed by CT & Associates Engineering Inc. in 2013 for the Geotechnical 
Report. Samples in the northwest and southeast came back showing very soft and wet ground 
conditions indicating that drainage in these areas may not be ideal and that conditions should 
be taken into consideration for grading and development in those areas. 

2.2.3 Slope/Topography 

The ESA prepared by CTA in 2013 indicates that the site has not undergone much change over 
the past 70 years. The site has remained generally flat except for the addition of a man-made 
drainage channel that begins at the centre of the subject lands and outlets into one of the 
wetland areas in the west.  The approximate elevation of the ¼ section is 2,253 feet above sea 
level across the site. 
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2.2.4 Drainage Details 

The drainage for the subject lands is currently handled by the natural areas and wetlands. A 
man-made drainage channel was constructed at the centre of the site to assist in drainage from 
the agricultural areas of the site to the largest wetland, which carried a class IV rating. A 
residential development this size will require a stormwater management facility to be 
constructed to handle stormwater. The size and design of stormwater management facilities 
will be determined at the engineering stage of development. Stormwater management 
facilities shall be designed in accordance with the engineering standards of the City of St. 
Albert. 

2.2.5 Groundwater and Irrigation 

Groundwater testing was completed during the completion of the Geotechnical Report. The 
findings in the report were that a majority of boreholes found groundwater at greater than 6m 
depths, however testing in the northwest and southeast indicated groundwater between 1.1 to 
2.8m in depth. These locations are in lower lying areas which could be the reason for the higher 
water table. Further investigation may be required during detailed design of these areas. There 
is no known or observed contamination to the groundwater in the subject lands. 

2.3 On-Site Features 

The historical ownership of the subject lands is outlined in the ESA. Until 1986 the land was 
owned by individuals. After 1986 the land has been owned by partnerships and holding 
companies. As far back as aerial photos have been recorded the land has been used as 
farmland, with minimal change to the site. Information obtained from the Government of 
Alberta Fish and Wildlife Internet Mapping Tool (FWIMT) determined that there are no 
significant species inhabiting the subject lands. The results of the FWIMT can be seen on  
Figure 4. 

2.3.1 Past Farming Practices 

The majority of the site has been used as farmland in recent history. Aerial photos from 1949 
show the site as farmland. It has been farmed at a low intensity during this period of time. 

2.3.2 Existing Agricultural Production 

The crops being cultivated on the subject lands appear to be hay and are cultivated yearly.  

2.3.3 Non-Agricultural Land Use On-Site 

There are a few residential buildings remaining on site. These are old farmhouses that are 
accessed by a dirt road adjacent to St. Albert Trail. The existing site conditions can be seen on 
the aerial photograph in Figure 5. There is a house on the north edge of the ¼ section that is 
currently a rental home.   
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2.3.4 Parcel Size Configuration and Agricultural Accessibility 

The subject lands are over 50 hectares with site access from multiple locations. The 
approximate size of the cultivated lands is 47.6 hectares. The land is generally square shaped 
with access from St. Albert Trail and Jensen Lakes Boulevard.  These are urban roadways which 
are becoming busier with surrounding development and likely becoming less accessible to 
slower farm equipment. 

2.3.5 Existing Farm Management 

The current landowner is not farming the lands. The land is being leased to a farmer to use the 
land before development occurs. The lease area of the farmland will shrink as development 
occurs until the site becomes unviable as an agricultural operation. 

2.3.6 Capital Investment in Agriculture 

There is no known investment from the municipal, provincial, or federal government to 
enhance and maintain the agricultural use of this land. 

2.3.7 Local and Regional Context 

This parcel of land is an extremely important piece of development for the City of St. Albert. 
The land is located at a significant future intersection of Fowler Way and St. Albert Trail, and is 
also planned as an area containing a potential future transit centre. This area is a great 
opportunity to continue development of the commercial corridor along St. Albert Trail while 
also developing denser residential uses that will be complimentary to support the commercial 
properties. This land has been planned for residential and commercial land uses in every 
statutory and non-statutory document and will be a beneficial addition to the Jensen Lakes 
neighbourhood, as well as the north part of the City of St. Albert. 

2.4 Off-Site Features 

The subject lands are located north of Jensen Lakes Boulevard, west of St. Albert Trail and 
south of Fowler Way’s future alignment. The land is directly north of the existing Jensen Lakes 
neighbourhood. 

2.4.1 Surrounding Land Use Types 

The surrounding land uses include agricultural lands to the north and west, residential to the 
south and commercial to the east across St. Albert Trail.  

The residential subdivision to the south is Jensen Lakes Phase 1, which is the neighbourhood 
that this ASP amendment is proposed to extend. The Jensen Lakes neighbourhood with 
contain three quarter sections of land and features a large private lake and beach for residents 
of the neighbourhood to enjoy. Phase 2 is planned to fit seamlessly with the existing 
neighbourhood to complement the already built portions of the subdivision. 
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For additional development to occur to the west, land will need to be annexed from Sturgeon 
County. Once Jensen Lakes Phase 2 is developed it could provide an opportunity for the lands 
situated north of the site to be developed for contiguous development. The commercial 
corridor along St. Albert Trail is expanding in a northerly direction and types of commercial 
uses which allows the population to access more of what they need closer to their homes 
creating more of a complete community. Once Fowler Way is developed by the City of St. 
Albert it will allow multiple access points in and out of the neighbourhood, giving residents the 
option to travel south using Ray Gibbon Drive or St. Albert Trail or through active modes and 
transit. The development of this Arterial Road should ensure more residential and commercial 
development occurs in north St. Albert. 

2.4.2 Existing and Potential Constraints to On-Site Agriculture 

Existing constraints to the site include the residential development to the south, and being 
adjacent to St. Albert Trail, a busy highway and traffic corridor. The existing natural areas 
provide minimal constraints to the agricultural viability of the land. A pipeline installed in the 
1960’s was located on the east portion of the site however that was removed in the early 2000’s 
and the ESA determined that there is no impact to the site from the former pipeline. 

Potential constraints include being segmented away from other agricultural land when Fowler 
Way is developed and the introduction of more urban traffic and development surrounding the 
site. This will make it more difficult to cultivate the land and could create polluted soils due to 
construction and runoff from the road.   

2.4.3 Regional Land Use, Lot and Tenure Patterns 

St. Albert is a growing city in both size and population. In order to continue growing, more land 
will have to be annexed to the north, west and east. The City of St. Albert has been planning for 
more growth recently with the writing of a new Municipal Development Plan underway that 
will guide the development of the City to a population of 100,000. Traditionally, lots in St. 
Albert have been relatively large for the region.  The Jensen Lakes neighbourhood shall 
incorporate a variety of lot sizes and development densities. With legislation requiring higher 
residential density targets and a potential transit node, higher density development is 
anticipated in this neighbourhood. 

2.4.4 Availability of Agricultural Services 

No improvements or supporting services have been added to the subject lands for the 
continued cultivation of the lands. 
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3.0 Agricultural Viability 
The subject lands are classified as Class 2 Soil which identifies the lands as prime agricultural 
lands. This classification is the highest rating given in Alberta by the Land Suitability Rating 
System determined by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada. The land is currently farmed for hay 
and has been for a significant portion of time. The ¼ section to the west is within Sturgeon 
County but is also owned by a private land developer.  They are anticipated to be annexed into 
the St. Albert urban area, which will continue to remove agricultural viability from the area.   

The subject parcel of land is approximately 68.89 hectares, 47.6 of which has been continuously 
cultivated by farmers. The areas that haven’t been used as farmland are either low lying natural 
areas that include tree stands or are Municipally and Provincially owned lands along St. Albert 
Trail. 
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4.0 Potential Impacts on Agriculture 
The impact on agricultural production for the future is limited for this site as it is located in an 
area better suited for urban development. The city is annexing land to the northwest in order 
to grow to 100,000 people and has designated these lands to have a transit node. Fowler Way 
has been planned and designed by the City to fragment these lands from other agricultural 
operations, which will severely impact the agricultural viability of the site. This land has not 
been identified as remaining in agricultural production in any Statutory or non-Statutory plans. 
The north part of St. Albert should continue to grow contiguously after this development to 
justify the TOD node being placed in this part of the City. 
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5.0 Alternate Location Analysis 
With the future development of Fowler Way connecting Ray Gibbon Drive to St. Albert Trail 
these lands will be in an ideal location for residential and commercial development. The 
location of this amendment makes for smooth contiguous development in the expanding 
north region of St. Albert. The Municipal Development Plan designates these lands as an 
extension of the urban land uses to the south and they have already designated the lands 
further north for similar urban uses.  

This parcel of land is logical for development, with excellent access to regional roadways and a 
growing population. The City of St. Albert and EMRB have identified the lands to support 
regional transit through adding transit infrastructure within the ¼ section. Development in this 
area is logical for contiguous growth within the City of St. Albert. 

Fowler Way is planned to be constructed in 2026, which will split this land and fragment it from 
existing agricultural productions making cultivation and maintenance more difficult. There is 
development happening east and south of the site, with future development planned to the 
north.  
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6.0 Mitigation Measures 
Jensen Lakes Phase 2 will be developed in contiguous stages by subdivision over many years 
which limits how much premature subdivision of agricultural lands will happen. 

Density targets will be met based on the EMRB Growth Plan requirements and market 
demands which will ensure efficient use of the land. With increasing population and demand 
for growth these lands are a logical expansion for development within the urban boundary of 
the City. This land also does not provide significant agricultural resources for the province due 
to its size and current cultivation pattern. The location of the ASP adjacent to St. Albert Trail 
provides valuable opportunity for commercial and residential land with excellent access from 
planned and existing urban roadways around its boundary.  

The land will continue to be leased for farming operations until a time when land development 
makes it no longer viable. 
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7.0 Conclusion 
This Agricultural Impact Assessment has been completed by Select Engineering Consultants 
Ltd. for Villeneuve Communities Inc. as a supporting document for the Jensen Lakes Area 
Structure Plan amendment in accordance with the requirements of the Edmonton 
Metropolitan Region Board. The findings of this report support future urban development on 
Prime Agriculture Lands designated as Class 2 Soils by Schedule 11 of the Edmonton 
Metropolitan Regional Growth Plan. 

When the urban development of the subject lands occurs, the loss of agricultural lands will be 
negligible as the land does not provide significant agricultural resources to the region. No 
private owner has invested heavily in maintaining an agricultural use for this land and there has 
been no governmental support to mandate maintaining these lands for an agricultural 
operation. 
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